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The Politics of Boycotts
This issue of Radical History Review investigates the connected histories of anti-racist and anti-imperialist boycotts. From the original Captain Boycott to the struggles for justice in Israel/Palestine, boycotts have challenged global empire through a popular politics of refusal. The issue also features four stunning posters in support of boycott movements in southern Africa, Indonesia, Argentina, and Israel/Palestine.

Poem  Taha Muhammad Ali invites us to think about the intimate politics of refusal and recognition in his 2006 poem “Revenge.”

Features  Andrew Phemister studies the Irish struggle that coined the term “boycott.” Abdel Razzaq Takriti explores the long colonial genealogies of Palestinian anti-Zionist boycotts. Michael Bueckert’s study of the ANC shows how boycotts create transnational anti-Apartheid solidarities. Stephen Pascoe analyzes how Gandhi inspired boycotts in French Mandate Damascus. Allyson Brantley opens up the aesthetic cultures of resistance in her study of ephemera in the Coors beer boycott.

Interview  Joseph Parrott interviews Rev. Richard Righter, a boycott organizer against Gulf Oil.
